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Time for the RBNZ to talk tough as inflation expectations soar 

There was a brief flurry in markets after inflation expectations from the influential RBNZ business survey followed those of 
the earlier-released RBNZ consumer survey up. The closely-watched 2-year ahead expectation for annual CPI inflation 
jumped a record 0.69 percentage points to 2.96%, a 13-year high. The 1-year ahead measure (3.70%) was the highest in 
11 years, but 5- and 10-year ahead expectations remained pretty much anchored at 2% (2.17% and 1.97%). Immediate 
market reaction was generally modest (see below), but the sell-off in NZ rates built up steam later on. RBNZ rate hike 
expectations for 2022 and 2023 were revised up with a 3% OCR priced in by mid-2023.  

So where does this leave the RBNZ? As discussed in our November MPS Preview, the Bank has some work to do. We have 
opted for a 25bp OCR hike next week but have flagged the strong risk of a 50bp move, particularly with a long gap until 
the February 2022 decision. Markets are also sitting on the fence with 36bps of hikes priced in for next Wednesday’s RBNZ 
OCR decision. Courtesy of sizeable rises to mortgage interest rates of late, financial conditions have tightened appreciably 
and the RBNZ will want this continued. We expect a hawkish statement and upward revisions to the Bank’s OCR profile 
relative to August, with an OCR endpoint in the region of 2.50% (2.14% in August). 

There were few significant market developments overnight.  In a volatile session, US stocks traded around record highs, 
being supported by generally strong corporate earnings, with more sizeable gains for retail stocks and chip makers.  Rising 
COVID-19 cases in Europe muted risk appetite with lower bank and energy stocks weighing on European equity indices. 
Stocks were generally lower in the Asian session, weighed by lower technology shares and despite the prospect of more 
Japanese fiscal stimulus. 

US Treasury yields were little changed (1OY 1.59%), but European yields were lower as markets heeded the ECB’s dovish 
message, with ECB president Lagarde casting doubts on prospects for policy tightening next year. Commodity prices were 
mixed, with rebounding energy prices contrasting with falls for metals and agricultural commodities. Oil prices rose in 
choppy trading as the earlier decline below USD80 per barrel lured in investors. Earlier falls were triggered by China 
signalling it will release oil from its strategic reserves. Gold prices fell. 

There were a few FOMC comments overnight but nothing much different from the current narrative (Williams providing 
a robust defence of the FOMCS average inflation targeting framework) or suggestive of a change in direction. Markets 
are more interested in who will be the next boss of the FED (Powell or Brainard), but no announcement as yet.  The tone 
of yesterday’s speech by RBA Assistant Governor Ellis on innovation and dynamism was downbeat but resulted in barely a 
flutter in markets. Lower job switching by Australians, lower productivity lent weight to concerns over secular stagnation, 
with interest rates needing to stay low to keep the economy afloat. 

US data were generally positive. US initial jobless claims were a shade higher than expected (269k versus mkt: 260k), but 
continuing claims (2,080k) fell to a March 2020 low, with the Philly Fed index (39) the highest level since April. 

Local Wrap: NZ swap interest rates steadily made gains for much of yesterday and shot higher heading into the market 
close. Swap yields were up 5bp-9bp across the curve. The 2-year swap (2.42%) and 5-year swap (2.76%) closed at post-
pandemic highs, with 10-year swap yields (2.78%) just below October peaks. Higher NZ yields weighed on NZ equities 
(NZSX 50 -0.30%) but boosted the NZD. Australasian government bond yields fell after the RBA backed up its dovish 
rhetoric with action, proposing to purchase AUD1.6bn of longer-dated securities (settlement on Monday).  

FX Wrap: In a session of generalised USD weakness, rising NZ yields provided a boost to the kiwi, with the NZD extending 
its post-RBNZ survey gains overnight to be the strongest currency performer of the G10 currencies overnight. The session 
was choppy, however, with the NZD trading in a 0.7005 to 0.7060 USD range overnight. The NZD made little ground against 
the AUD, holding at an elevated 0.9670 AUD levels.  

Day Ahead: Not much on the Australasian data calendar today, with local markets biding their time until next Wednesday’s 
RBNZ Monetary Policy Statement. ASB expects a 25bp hike and for the published OCR track to peak south of the circa 3% 
levels suggested by current market pricing. UK October retail sales (mkt: +0.5% mom) should rebound from September’s 
dip. German producer price inflation is expected to remain elevated (mkt: 1.9% mom, 16.2% yoy), highlighting pressures 
on global supply chains. There is no major US data out. Speeches by the FOMC’s Daly, Waller and Clarida are out over the 
next 24 hours, along with speeches by BoE Chief Economist Pill and ECB Chief Lagarde.  Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz  

 

https://www.asb.co.nz/documents/economic-research/economic-note/rbnz-november-monetary-policy-statement-preview.html?et_rid=NzQyMTM2ODIxMzkS1&et_cid=5210271
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.7032 0.5% NZD/SEK 6.245 0.7% NZX WMP 4165.0 -0.6% Dow 35895 -0.1%

NZD/AUD 0.9668 0.3% NZD/DKK 4.600 0.0% Gold $/o 1858.6 -0.5% S&P 500 4699 0.2%

NZD/EUR 0.6186 0.0% NZD/THB 22.9 0.4% WTI Oil $/b 78.6 0.3% NASDAQ 15965 0.3%

NZD/JPY 80.33 0.4% AUD/USD 0.7274 0.2% Money Market (%) FTSE 7256 -0.5%

NZD/GBP 0.5209 0.4% EUR/USD 1.137 0.5% 90 Day BB 0.86 0.00 CAC-40 7142 -0.2%

NZD/CAD 0.8867 0.8% USD/JPY 114.2 0.1% OCR 0.50 0.00 DAX 16222 -0.2%

NZD/CHF 0.6509 0.2% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 25320 -1.3%

NZD/HKD 5.477 0.5% NZ 2.63 -0.04 1yr 1.81 0.10 Nikkei 29599 -0.3%

NZD/SGD 0.9539 0.5% US 1.59 0.00 2yr 2.43 0.09 ASX200 7379 0.1%

NZD/CNH 4.485 0.0% Aust 1.80 -0.06 5yr 2.76 0.07 NZX50 12800 0.0%
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      Important Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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